A Different Way to Look at Video
Things happen fast in the control room. Whether you’re
directing live broadcasts or editing in post-production,
the volume of video and data streams to be managed
can be overwhelming.

Avocent®
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The Vertiv™ Avocent® HMX High-Performance KVM with
MultiViewer makes it easy. It simplifies and streamlines video
file management, enabling secure access and single-monitor
visibility across multiple sources.
y Single-monitor visibility and control
y Up to 4K video capabilities
y Secure connections to multiple computers or domains

Avocent®
HMX Manager

y Continuous login
Avocent®
HMX8000R

y Seamless switching between sources
y Reduced desktop hardware

4 Port
MultiViewer

y Multiple configurations

The Avocent HMX High-Performance KVM with MultiViewer enables high-definition video broadcasts and editing with seamless
transitions from file to file, across computers or servers.

Fast. Easy. Elegant.
Say goodbye to cluttered desktops and control rooms.
Manage all your video and data streams from a single
workstation, using a single keyboard, a single mouse, and
seeing it all on a single monitor.
Every frame matters, so you have to make every second count.
The Avocent HMX High-Performance KVM with MultiViewer
eliminates wasted time and effort, so you can focus on your
work rather than your workstation.

Compatible Across Models
Avocent® 5000/6000/8000
Avocent® direct connect Matrix
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Applications Beyond Broadcast
y

Healthcare

y

Industrial Control Rooms

y

911 Centers

y

Security Stations

y

Financial Management

y

Military/Defense/Aerospace

y

Utilities/Oil and Gas

y

Stadiums and Arenas
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